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Topic
:
Project:
Name:
Teacher:
Class:
Insert topic here
Insert 
project name
 here
Insert 
name
 here
Insert 
class here
Insert t
eacher
 here
)































 (
Evaluation
)









		Description of the item to be designed:



		



		Who will use the product and what will it be used for?



		



		What are some of the consequences of its use? (e.g. safety or environmental concerns)?



		



		What are the criteria for a successful design?  How will you know your product has been successfully completed (e.g. fulfilling safety requirements, meeting predetermined specifications)?



		



		Who will ensure your product meets any required specifications?



		



		The resources (materials, tools, budget etc) that will be available for this project are:



		



		The following people will be available to help:



		







Timeline

This project commenced on	(date)

The project must be completed by	(date)

Resources need to be identified by	(date)

Project will be ready for testing by	(date)

Testing completed and product ready for use by	(date)

 (
Design brief for: 
) (
Insert Project name
)





 (
Things to think about:
What did you learn from looking at similar items?
Where and how did you find information?
How did you get organised to complete the necessary tasks?
What must the project do in order to be successful?
) (
Type here
)















































Insert page break here for more pages in Exploring and defining the task.






Criteria for success

List the criteria for success in the left column and the method you plan to use to test it in the right column.

		Criteria

		How it can be tested



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		









Insert page break here for more pages in Exploring and defining the task.















 (
Exploring 
and
 defining the task
)





 (
Things to think about:
Why have you chosen certain materials?
What are the most important aspects of your item?
What dimensions does it need?
How does your object demonstrate your thinking and decisions?
How have you met necessary specifications?
How did you consider the environment in your decision making?
Calculate an estimated cost of your solution.
) (
Type here
)

















































Insert page break here for more pages in Generating and developing ideas.






Costing

Use this spreadsheet to calculate a cost estimate and actual costs.















Insert page break here for more pages in Generating and developing ideas.





 (
Generating and developing ideas
)





 (
Things to think about:
What were some of the challenges you encountered and how did you deal with them?
What were some examples of problem solving?
Did you ever have to compromise on an aspect of the project?
How well does your project meet the budget?
Does your design meet the criteria for success? 
Has your design provided a solution to a problem?
) (
Type here
)















































Insert page break here for more pages in Producing solutions.










Copy the data from the Criteria for success that you created in Exploring and defining the task and paste it in here. Use the additional column to indicate whether each criteria was met.

		Criteria

		How it can be tested

		Successfully meets criteria?



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		

















 (
Producing solutions
)

Insert page break here for more pages in Producing solutions.





Video evaluation

Prepare a script to read out for the evaluation of your solution. 

Record your evaluation using Lenovo Easy Capture and the webcam.

· Make sure you comment on the following 

· Function 

· Aesthetics 

· Cost 

· Environmental Impact 

· Reason It meets needs of target market 

· Challenges faced during design and production and solutions you found for these challenges. 



Add the video and this eFolio to a PDF Portfolio with your name as the file name and send it to your teacher.
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costing.xlsx




Microsoft_Office_Excel_Worksheet1.xlsx

Instructions








									Instructions





									1			Write the name of the project at the top of the spreadsheet.





									2			List the item description in the first column.





									3			Estimate the cost of each item. The estimated total appears at the top of the table.





									4			As you purchase each item fill in the units column (drop down list), the number of units required and the cost per unit.  

For example if you bought 3 metres of timber for $8.00 per metre, the units are m and the units required is 3 and the actual cost per unit is 8.  

The actual total is displayed at the top of the table and the last column shows whether you are currently below or above your estimate.

If the units you require are not in the drop down list they can be added on the DATA worksheet.





									5			The table can be cut and pasted into your portfolio.
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Costing





						Project name															Estimated total			Total			Estimate +/-


																					$0.00			$0.00			$0.00





						Item			Estimated total cost			Unit			Units required						Actual cost per unit			Actual cost			Difference


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00


																		0						$0.00			$0.00
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Data


			Units





			each


			m


			mm


			g


			kg


			mins


			hrs			}


			L						Add other values in these boxes if needed


			mL


			pack
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Instructions





						Instructions



						1		Write the name of the project at the top of the spreadsheet.



						2		List the item description in the first column.



						3		Estimate the cost of each item. The estimated total appears at the top of the table.



						4		As you purchase each item fill in the units column (drop down list), the number of units required and the cost per unit.  

For example if you bought 3 metres of timber for $8.00 per metre, the units are m and the units required is 3 and the actual cost per unit is 8.  

The actual total is displayed at the top of the table and the last column shows whether you are currently below or above your estimate.

If the units you require are not in the drop down list they can be added on the DATA worksheet.



						5		The table can be cut and pasted into your portfolio.
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Costing



				Project name										Estimated total		Total		Estimate +/-

														$0.00		$0.00		$0.00



				Item		Estimated total cost		Unit		Units required				Actual cost per unit		Actual cost		Difference

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00

												0				$0.00		$0.00
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Data

		Units



		each

		m

		mm

		g

		kg

		mins

		hrs		}

		L				Add other values in these boxes if needed

		mL

		pack
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TOPIC:

PROJECT:



NAME:

TEACHER:

CLASS:





Description of the item to be designed:





Who will use the product and what will it be used for?





What are some of the consequences of its use?





What are the criteria for a successful design?  How will you know your product has been successfully completed (e.g. fulfilling safety requirements, meeting predetermined specifications)?













Design brief for: 

To insert title, click the ‘view’ menu, press the ‘slide master’ button and edit slide master 2.

Who will ensure your product meets any required specifications?





The resources (materials, tools budget etc) that will be available for this project are:





The following people will be available to help:





Timeline:

This project commenced on:        (date)

This project must be completed by:      (date)

Resources need to be identified by:      (date)

Product will be ready for testing by:      (date)

Testing will be completed and product ready for use by:      (date)













Design brief for: 

To insert title, click the ‘view’ menu, press the ‘slide master’ button and edit slide master 2.

Things to think about:



What did you learn from looking at similar items?



Where and how did you find information?



How did you get organised to complete the necessary tasks?



What must the project do in order to be successful?

TYPE HERE











Exploring and defining the task

		Criteria for success		How criteria can be tested

				

				

				

				

				

				



How will you know if your solution is successful? List the criteria it will need to meet and how you will be testing each criteria.

Testing could include physical tests of function, trials and surveys.







Exploring and defining the task

Things to think about:



Why have you chosen certain materials?



What are the most important aspects of your item?



What dimensions does it need?



How does your object demonstrate your thinking and decisions?



How have you met necessary specifications?



How did you consider the environment in your decision making?



Calculate an estimated cost for your solution. 

TYPE HERE











Generating and developing ideas

Costing

Use a spreadsheet to itemise each cost and provide an estimate and actual cost.  Insert the spreadsheet on this slide







Generating and developing ideas

Things to think about:



What were some of the challenges you encountered and how did you deal with them?



What were some examples of problem solving?



Did you ever have to compromise on an aspect of the project?



How well did your project meet your budget?



Does your design meet the criteria for success?



Has your design provided a solution to a problem?

TYPE HERE











Producing solutions

		Criteria for success		How criteria can be tested		Successfully meets criteria?

						

						

						

						

						

						



Complete the table by testing each criteria identified in Exploring and defining the task.







Producing solutions

Video evaluation

Prepare a script to read out for the evaluation of your solution. 

Record your evaluation using Lenovo Easy Capture and the webcam.

Make sure you comment on the following :

Function 

Aesthetics 

Cost 

Environmental Impact 

Reason It meets needs of target market 

Challenges faced during design and production and solutions you found for these challenges. 

 

Embed the video into this page of the eFolio. Save this eFolio with your name as the file name and send it to your teacher.

Embed video here







Producing solutions
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